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to various topics, posted by thousands of community members.
Text-based modes of CMC include email, listservs, forums, chat,
and the World Wide Web [15]. CMC archives are important
because they provide knowledge bases for electronic communities
and networks of practice [32, 34]. In addition to the discussion
content, they maintain digital records of the unique social dynamics
and interaction patterns inherent in these online communities.
Despite the numerous benefits of CMC archives, the large volume
of data inherent in these communities makes them noisy and
difficult to navigate [31]. While traditional CMC archival systems
provide search and browsing functionality, many important DL
services such as categorization/clustering and visualization [26] are
lacking. Hence, there is a need for techniques to evaluate,
summarize, and present computer mediated communication content.

ABSTRACT
Digital libraries (DLs) for online discourse contain large amounts of
valuable information that is difficult to navigate and analyze.
Visualization systems developed to facilitate improved CMC
archive analysis and navigation primarily focus on interaction
information, with little emphasis on textual content. In this paper we
present a system that provides DL exploration services such as
visualization, categorization, and analysis for CMC text. The system
incorporates an extended feature set comprised of stylistic, topical,
and sentiment related features to enable richer content
representation. The system also includes the Ink Blot technique
which utilizes decision tree models and text overlay to visualize
CMC messages. Ink Blots can be used for text categorization and
analysis across forums, authors, threads, messages, and over time.
The proposed system’s analysis capabilities were evaluated with a
series of examples and a qualitative user study. Empirical
categorization experiments comparing the Ink Blot technique
against a benchmark support vector machine classifier were also
conducted. The results demonstrated the efficacy of the Ink Blot
technique for text categorization and also highlighted the
effectiveness of the extended feature set for improved text
categorization.

Many believe that the solution is to develop systems that support
navigation and knowledge discovery [33]. Such DL services can
enhance informational transparency which benefits community
participants and observers [16, 24]. Consequently, numerous
systems providing DL exploration services for CMC archives have
been developed as an additional layer on top of the standard CMC
archive systems, in order to address these needs [11, 31, 37]. These
systems generally visualize data provided in the message headers
such as interaction (send/reply structure) and activity (posting
patterns) based information to supplement the search and browsing
services already provided by the CMC archive systems. However,
little support is provided for analysis of textual information
contained in the message bodies. In the instances where text
analysis and visualization are provided, simple feature
representations such as those used in information retrieval systems
[24, 35] are utilized, e.g. bag-of-words [19]. In addition to topical
information, DLs containing online discourse are rich in social cues
including emotions, opinions, styles, and genres [13, 14]. There is a
need for improved CMC system content analysis capabilities [20]
based on a richer textual representation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes a system for providing in depth DL exploration
services by incorporating a richer set of textual information types.
The proposed system incorporates a vast array of linguistic features
and the Ink Blot visualization technique that can be used for
analysis and categorization of CMC text. Collectively, the use of an
extended set of features and Ink Blots enables a richer
representation of CMC content and enhanced DL exploratory
services.

Computer mediated communication (CMC) archives are large
digital libraries (DLs) containing a plethora of information relating
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a review of visualization systems developed to support DL
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information have also been developed. Conversation Map visualizes
social networks based on send/reply patterns [24]. Netscan displays
message and author interactions [27, 28] while Loom shows threadlevel interaction structures [6].

exploration services for CMC archive content. This section outlines
the need for systems that support CMC text analysis. Section 3
presents important research gaps and questions. Section 4 presents
our system design for CMC text categorization and analysis, which
includes the Ink Blot technique. Section 5 includes an empirical
evaluation of the Ink Blot technique and a qualitative user
evaluation conducted using CMC content analysis experts.
Conclusions are outlined in Section 6.

Previous systems providing DL exploration services for CMC
archives offer limited support for text features. Loom [6] shows
some content patterns based on message moods. The moods are
assigned based on the occurrence of certain terms and punctuation
in the message text. Chat Circles [6] displays messages based on
body text length. Conversation Map [24] and Communication
Garden [39] provide more in depth topical analysis. Conversation
Map uses computational linguistics to build semantic networks for
discussion topics while Communication Garden performs topic
categorization based on noun phrases. Overall, the features used in
CMC systems are insufficient to effectively capture textual content
in online discourse [24, 35]. Text systems are a related class of
systems that are used for information retrieval. However,
information retrieval (IR) systems are more concerned with
information access that analysis. Mladenic and Stefan [19]
presented a review of 29 IR systems, all of which used bag-of-words
to represent textual features.

2. RELATED WORK
Several dimensions have been proposed for CMC content analysis
[13, 14]. These include participation, interaction, social cues, topics,
emotions, roles, linguistic variation, question types, response
complexity, etc. [14]. The information utilized for CMC content
analysis can be broadly categorized as either structural or textual.
Structural features of CMC content include all attributes based on
communication topology. These features are extracted from
message headers, without any use of the message body [24].
Structural features support activity and interaction analysis. Posting
activity related features include number of posts, number of initial
messages, number of replies, number of responses to a particular
author’s posts, etc. [11]. While activity analysis looks at individuals
independent of their fellow participants, interaction analysis is
specifically
concerned
with
contact-based/inter-personal
information. This type of analysis typically involves the
construction of social networks based on interaction information
[24, 27]. Such analysis can help identify key members and
relationships and can also provide insight into important roles such
as major/minor discussants, reply sources, and reply sinks [27];

3. RESEARCH GAPS AND QUESTIONS
3.1 Research Gaps
There has been limited research done on developing systems that
can provide DL exploration for CMC archive text. While
categorization and analysis are important text mining tasks, these
functionalities have seen limited inclusion in CMC visualization
systems. System that have provided text analysis capabilities for
CMC have typically only used topical features such as bag-of-words
or noun phrases. Hence, there is a need for CMC visualization
techniques for categorization and analysis of CMC text.

Textual features include all attributes derived from the message
body. In addition to topical information textual online discourse
contains several types of information including emotions [23, 29]
opinions [12], style [2, 38] and genres [25]. These additional forms
of information can support several forms of analysis including social
cues, power cues [22], and genre analysis [25]. Social cues include
textual elements not related to formal content or subject matter [14].
Hara [13] provided examples of social cues that included selfintroductions, expressions of feeling, greetings, signatures, jokes,
use of symbolic icons, and compliments. Text also contains
evidence of power cues, where the style of messages differs
depending upon whether the interaction is between participants at
the same or different levels within an organization [22]. Genres are
types of writing based on purpose and form (e.g., memos, meetings,
reports, etc.).

Sack [24] stated the need for systems that incorporate richer feature
representations for improved analysis of CMC archives. Given the
pervasiveness of opinions, emotions, and style in free text, such
CMC systems should include sentiment, affect, stylistic, and genre
related features.

3.2 Research Questions
Based on the aforementioned research gaps, we are motivated to
address the following research questions:

Many CMC systems have been developed to support structural
features. Several tools visualize posting activity patterns, such as
Loom [5] and Authorlines [31]. PeopleGarden and Communication
Garden both use garden metaphors with flower glyphs to display
author and thread activity [37, 39]. The number of petals, number of
thorns, petal colors, and stem lengths are used to represent activity
features such as total number of posts and the number of threads an
author has been active in. Babble [10] and Coterie [6] are both
geared towards showing activity patterns in persistent conversation.
In these systems, all participants are displayed in a two-dimensional
space. More active authors are shown in the center while
participants with fewer postings gradually shift towards the outside.
Chat Circles [6] presents recently posted messages as bubbles that
fade over time as newer content is displayed. In contrast to systems
providing activity based functions, systems displaying interaction

•

Can CMC text visualization techniques improve the ability
to provide DL exploration services such as categorization
and analysis?

•

How can the use of an extended feature set improve CMC
text analysis via representational richness?

•

Can such an extended feature set improve text categorization
performance (i.e., accuracy)?

4. SYSTEM DESIGN
The two core components of the system are the feature set and the
Ink Blot technique. These two components can be combined for text
categorization and analysis of CMC archives. The feature set and
Ink Blot technique are discussed below.
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how strongly it reflects its respective affect. Details about affect
lexicons can be found in [29].

4.1 Feature Set
The feature set (shown in Table 1) is a mixture of static and
dynamic features encompassing stylistic, topical, and sentiment
related features. These features can be used for representing style,
topic, opinion, emotion, and genre related information, thereby
supporting representational richness. The stylistic features include
word and character level lexical features, word length distributions,
and vocabulary richness measures. Word level lexical features
include total words per document/paragraph, average word length,
average number of words per sentence, etc. Character level lexical
features include total characters per document/paragraph/sentence,
average number of characters per sentence, percentage characters
per word, etc. Vocabulary richness features include hapax legomena
(number of once occurring words), hapax dislegomena (number of
twice occurring words), total number of words used, and various
previously defined statistical measures of richness such as Yule’s K,
Honore’s R, Sichel’s S, Simpson’s D etc. Further descriptions of
these feature categories can be found in [1, 17, 38].

The dynamic features include several n-gram feature categories and
a list of 5,513 common word misspelling taken from various
websites including Wikipedia. N-gram categories utilized include
character (e.g., “aa” “aab”), word (e.g., “go to” “went home to”),
POS tag (e.g., “NNP VB”), and digit level n-grams (e.g., “012”
“02”). These categories require indexing with the number of initially
indexed features varying depending on the data set. The indexed
features are then sent forward for feature selection. There are
countless potential n-gram based features. Consequently, some
shallow selection criterion is typically incorporated to reduce the
feature space for n-grams. A common approach is to select features
with a minimum usage frequency. We used a minimum frequency
threshold of 10 for n-gram based features. Less common features
are sparse, and likely to cause over-fitting. In addition, we only used
bigrams and trigrams as these higher level n-grams tend to be
redundant. Using only up to trigrams has been shown to be
sufficient for stylometric analysis [2] and sentiment classification
[21, 36].

Topical features include word n-grams, noun phrases and named
entities. Word n-grams are one or more word combinations used for
representing topical phrases and syntactic patterns (e.g., “hurricane
Katrina” “go to work”). These include unigram bag-of-words,
which are all words, excluding stop words (i.e., function words such
as “of” “for” etc.).

4.2 Ink Blots
Ink Blots uses decision tree models (DTM) to select features which
are superimposed onto text to show usage frequencies as they occur
within their textual structure. The technique combines a ranking
method for feature selection along with a text overlay visual
presentation format. The steps for the Ink Blot technique are listed
below:

Table 1. Extended Feature Set
Group

Category

Style

Word-Level Lexical

5

Character-Level Lexical

5

Character N-Grams

< 18,278

Digits N-Grams

< 1,110

Word Length Dist.

20

Vocabulary Richness

8

Special Characters

21

Function Words

300

Punctuation

Topic

Sentiment

Quantity

Ink Blot Technique Steps
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

8

POS Tag N-Grams

varies

Message Structure

6

Paragraph Structure

8

Technical Structure

50

Misspelled Words

< 5,513

Words N-Grams

varies

Noun Phrases

varies

Named Entities

varies

Polar Adjectives

3,000

Affect Lexicons

500

6)

Separate input text into two classes (one for class of
interest, one class containing all remaining texts).
Extract feature vectors for messages.
Input vectors into DTM as binary class problem.
For each feature in computed decision tree, determine
blot size and color based on DTM weight and feature
usage.
Overlay feature blots onto their respective occurrences in
text.
Repeat steps 1-5 for each class.

The Ink Blot process is shown in Figure 2. The Ink Blot technique
identifies the most important features for a given class by using a
binary class decision tree model (DTM) for feature ranking. In this
case a class can refer to an author, sentiment, emotion, topic etc.
The class of interest is input into the DTM along with a second class
containing all the text from all other classes. The DTM will
determine the most important features that differentiate the class of
interest from other classes, weighted by their level of entropy
reduction. Decision trees use inherent entropy-based feature
selection [7]. Entropy-based feature selection methods have been
shown to provide good performance in comparisons with other
filter-model feature selection methods [4]. Decision trees
incorporate the features with the greatest discriminatory potential
between authors (maximizing information gain). Hence, each
feature used by the decision tree has a weight associated with it
which is based on the amount of entropy reduction it provides.
These weights signify the importance of the feature or its
discriminatory power for a specific author. For each selected

Sentiment related features include a set of 3,000 adjectives with
positive (e.g., “good,” “nice,” “excellent”) or negative (e.g., “bad,”
“terrible”) sentiment polarities. In addition, the feature set also
incorporated lexicons pertaining to various affects (e.g., anger, hate,
violence, happiness, excitement, etc.). Each term in the lexicon
relating to these affects was assigned an intensity score based on
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buy”) is one important feature used considerably by author A that
also appears a lot in this message (indicated by the vertical line of
blots near the bottom left corner). The two yellow blots for author A
suggest that the word “Microsoft” is also an important feature but
with medium usage. Furthermore, this feature is not as important as
“WTB,” as indicated by the blot sizes of the two features. In
contrast, author B’s Ink Blots have several large blue blots which
represent features the author rarely uses. The prevalence of such
blue blots suggests that it is less likely that author B wrote this
message. Indeed, this message was in fact written by author A.

feature, the weights determined by the DTM are used to determine
the attributes’ blot size (higher weight = larger blot size).
Having identified the key features for each class based on the
decision tree output, the Ink Blot algorithm next determines why
each feature is important. For example, if the use of the word
“hence” is an important feature for a particular author, is it because
the author uses it more than everyone else, not at all, or somewhere
in between? Blot colors are determined based on feature usage (red
= high, yellow = medium, blue = low). A feature blot is assigned the
color red only if this particular class uses it more than others.
Similarly a feature blot is assigned the color blue if it is never used
by the class of interest. For instance, let us assume we have 10
topics of interest for which we would like to identify the key blot
features (number of classes equals 10). For each topic, we will
generate a DTM comparing that topic against all others (one against
all comparison) in order to determine the key features for that
particular topic. The topic’s key features are assigned weights and
colors based on the DTM rankings and feature occurrence within
that topic, respectively. The process is repeated for each topic (ten
times, in this case).
Finally, text overlay can be performed by superimposing a topic’s
blot features onto text by creating blots at every location within the
text where a key feature occurs. The blot size and color are based on
the class feature’s weight and usage as previously mentioned. Once
each class’ key features have been extracted, assigned weights, and
assigned colors, they can be used for categorization and analysis.

Author A

Author B

Figure 3. Ink Blots for Two Authors Applied to a Single
Message.
Figure 4 shows an Ink Blots example featuring an anonymous
message with 10 potential authors, taken from a Yahoo group
forum. Looking at the author blots, we can quickly surmise that the
message was written by author 5 (top right corner).

Figure 2. Ink Blot Process Illustration.

4.2.1 Using Ink Blots for Text Categorization
For categorization, superimposing a class’ blots onto an unclassified
text can provide insight into whether the text belongs to that
particular class. Correct class-text matches should result in patterns
featuring high levels of red and yellow (features that occur
frequently in this class’ texts) and a minimal amount of blue
(features rarely or never occurring in this class’ texts). Ink Blots can
also be used to analyze how key class features occur and interact
within a certain piece of text. When analyzing a class of text with its
own blots, only red and yellow blots are likely to occur since a
class’ text can obviously not contain features it never uses (blue
blots).

Figure 4. Ink Blots for 10 Web Forum Authors Applied to
a Single Message.

We present a series of stylometric identification examples to
illustrate the effectiveness of the Ink Blot visualization for CMC
text categorization. Figure 3 shows Ink Blots for two USENET
authors (A-B) on an anonymous message pertaining to the sale of
software. Author A’s Ink Blots are predominantly red, suggesting
that the anonymous message contains many of the writing style
features that this author tends to use a lot as compared to other
authors. For example, the term “WTB” (an acronym for “want to

Ink Blots is also effective on shorter messages, which is very
important for online content. Figure 5 shows an example for a short
anonymous message taken from a USENET forum. Looking at the
10 potential author blots, we can see that author 1 (top left corner) is
likely to be the author of the message.
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that are rarely discussed in the rest of the thread (off topic postings)
while red blots signify major discussion topics for this particular
thread. Collectively, the Ink Blot technique coupled with the thread
interaction network and message trees can provide a good
understanding of the important messages within a thread, how the
thread progresses, and the role played by the various members.

Figure 5. Ten Authors’ Ink Blots Applied to a Shorter
Message.

4.2.2 Using Ink Blots for Text Analysis
Ink Blots can also be used to analyze how key class features occur
and interact within a certain text. Furthermore, the technique can be
applied to various informational levels, including authors, messages,
threads, forums, etc. While most of the examples in the previous
section focused on stylometric categorization of messages by
author, here we apply the technique at the message, thread, and
forum levels.

Figure 7. Ink Blots Thread View for Topical Features
Figure 8 shows the Ink Blot temporal view applied across thousands
of postings from eight Yahoo forums discussing various issues
relating to the Middle East. The messages span a time period from
May 2001 up to January 2005. This view uses the Ink Blot
algorithm and a text overlay technique to show the temporal trends
for a user defined set of forums and feature category or specific
lexicon (e.g., violence, racism). The temporal view also shows the
number of messages posted (shown in green) and a bar chart
showing a breakdown of feature occurrences per message over time
(red, blue and yellow colored bars). Using this view, users can
uncover content trends across features, entities, and over time. For
example, in the example presented in Figure 8, there is an increase
in posting activity and anger affect related terms and intensities
immediately following the start of the war in Iraq around March of
2003. This increase in anger is attributable to negative sentiments
about the war amongst members within these forums.

We present an illustration of how Ink Blots can be used to detect
changes in genres on the publicly available Enron email corpus.
Figure 6 shows the Ink Blot views for sample email texts written by
an Enron employee (not directly associated with the scandal) before
and after the scandal. The view for the text after the scandal has
considerably greater occurrence of key blot features. While the
emails before the scandal focus on legal aspects of business deals,
the discourse after the scandal mostly revolves around the author
providing advice and legal counsel to fellow employees. The postscandal emails are more formal, containing greater usage of email
signatures with the author’s job title and contact information. These
changes in the email text are due to a change in writing style genres
attributable to the fact that this employee’s job functions changed
after the scandal.

Figure 6. Ink Blots for Enron Employee Email Text before
and After the Scandal
Figure 7 shows the Ink Blot thread view. This view uses the Ink
Blot algorithm to show the important content attributes within a
thread based on a user defined feature category. The thread
participant interaction networks and message trees are also
displayed. This particular example shows threads from the Sun Java
Technology Forum. The Ink Blots are for topical features
(specifically noun phrases). Messages with blue blots contain topics

Figure 8. Ink Blots Temporal View Applied to Thousands
of Messages from Several Yahoo Web Forums
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Blot technique for the 5 and 10 topic experiment settings. In both
cases, the SVM performance was statistically significant based on
the p-values for the pair wise t-tests. The higher performance of
SVM was attributable to its ability to better classify the small
percentage of messages that were in somewhat of the gray area
between topics.

5. EVALUATION
In order to assess the effectiveness of the system for analysis,
including the extended feature set and Ink Blot technique, we had
two CMC content analysis experts use the system to perform
various tasks. The tasks performed using the system were reflective
of actual tasks performed by the analysts (usually manually). They
found the system to be very useful for analyzing and visualizing rich
content. Given the small sample size and difficulties in finding
sufficient CMC content analysis experts, hypotheses testing on the
user evaluations were not performed. We are currently in the
process of arranging a user study using college students to garner
additional feedback.

Table 2. Topic Categorization Results (% accuracy)
# Topics

However, we ran a series of experiments to assess the effectiveness
of the extended feature set and the Ink Blot technique for text
categorization. Specifically, we ran experiments classifying topics,
sentiments, and genres using Ink Blots in comparison with support
vector machine (SVM). SVM was incorporated since it has been
shown to be a powerful machine learning algorithm for text
categorization. SVM has been used effectively for classification of
topics [8, 9], style [1, 38], and sentiments [21]. In all our
experiments, SVM was run using a linear kernel. In all experiments
a subset of the extended feature set was used based on the
information type being evaluated. These feature subsets were
composed of those attributes that have typically been used for
categorization of their respective information types. The same set of
features was used for the SVM and Ink Blot techniques. In addition,
a baseline was included consisting of SVM run with bag-of-words.
This baseline was intended to reflect the standard features used in
many CMC systems. We present the following hypotheses:

Techniques

5 Topics

10 Topics

SVM

95.70

93.25

Ink Blots

92.25

90.10

Baseline

88.75

86.55

5.2 Experiment 2: Sentiment Classification
The objective of the sentiment classification experiment was to test
the effectiveness of the CyberGate features and techniques for
capturing opinion. The test bed consisted of 2000 digital camera
product reviews from www.epinions.com. The 2000 reviews were
composed of 1000 positive (4-5 star) and 1000 negative (1-2 star)
reviews with 500 reviews for each star level (i.e., 1,2,4,5). Two
problem scenarios were tested: (1) classifying 1 star versus 5 star
reviews (extreme polarity) and (2) classifying 1+2 star versus 4+5
star reviews (milder polarity). The feature set encompassed a
lexicon of 3000 positive or negatively oriented adjectives and word
n-grams. Both categories of features have been effectively used in
previous sentiment classification studies [21, 30]. Once again SVM
and Ink Blots were run using 10-fold cross validation for each
experiment setting (mild and extreme polarity). The experimental
results are presented in Table 3 below.

H1: There is no performance difference between the Ink Blot
technique
and
SVM
for
the
categorization
of
topical/sentiment/genre information (SVM vs. Ink Blots).

Table 3. Sentiment Classification Results (% accuracy)

H2: There is no performance difference between the use of bag-ofword features and the extended feature set (SVM/Ink Blots vs.
Baseline).

Sentiments

5.1 Experiment 1: Topic Categorization
From our Enron research test bed we extracted emails pertaining to
ten topics from the email corpus. For each topic, 100 email
messages were used, giving a total test bed of 1000 emails.
Examples of topics included energy, shares, and litigation. Our
feature set consisted of bag-of-words and noun phrases. Both feature
representations have been effectively used for topic categorization
[8, 3). A minimum frequency threshold was used to determine the
number of bag-of-words and noun phrases to include. Two
experiment settings were run, one using 5 topics and the other one
using all 10 topics.

Techniques

Extreme Polarity

Mild Polarity

SVM

93.00

89.40

Ink Blots

92.20

86.80

Baseline

83.00

77.10

SVM marginally outperformed Ink Blots however the enhanced
performance was not statistically significant (p-values on pair wise
t-tests > 0.05). The extended feature set significantly outperformed
the bag-of-words baseline. The overall accuracies for both SVM and
Ink Blots were consistent with previous work which has been in the
85%-90% range (e.g., 21). Once again the improved performance of
SVM was attributable to its ability to better detect messages
containing sentiments with less polarity. Many of the milder (2 and
4 star) reviews contained positive and negative comments about
different aspects of the product. In many cases it was more difficult
for the Ink Blot technique to detect the overall orientation of these
messages. This is evidenced by the fact that the Ink Blot technique’s
accuracy dropped more when switching from extreme to mild
polarity, as compared to SVM.

The experiments were run using Ink Blots in comparison with SVM.
Both techniques were run using 10-fold cross validation. For Ink
Blots, this meant that the DTM and occurrence analysis used to
assign each topic class its blot sizes and colors was run on 90% of
the data each fold, while the other 10% was used for evaluation. For
Ink Blots, the class with the highest ratio of red to blue blot area was
assigned the anonymous message.

5.3 Experiment 3: Genre Classification

Table 2 shows the topic categorization results. The extended feature
set significantly outperformed the bag-of-words baseline. Both
techniques coupled with the extended features achieved accuracy
over 90% in all instances. However, SVM outperformed the Ink

For genre classification, a test bed of 3000 forum postings from the
Sun Technology Forum (forum.java.sun.com) was used. The ability
to automatically categorize genre messages in such forums can be
very useful for studying knowledge transfer/dissemination patterns
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in electronic networks of practice [32]. The genres categorized
included questions, informative messages, and general messages (no
information, just comments), with 1000 messages used for each
genre. Two experiment settings were run: (1) questions (1000
messages) versus non-questions (500 informative, 500 comments)
and (2) all three genres (1000 messages each). The feature set
consisted of lexical, syntactic, structural, content-specific, and ngram features. These represent a mix of structural and linguistic
features intended to capture the form of different genres. The Ink
Blot technique was compared against SVM. Each technique was run
using 10-fold cross validation (same settings as the topic and
sentiment categorization experiments). The experimental results are
presented in Table 4.
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